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Overview

I Creation of a benchmark dataset to compare new deblurring algorithms
I Comparison of 7 state-of-the-art blind deconvolution algorithms
I Analysing camera shake
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Recording Camera Shake

I camera shake was recorded holding a compact camera
(Samsung WB600)

I exposure time of 1/3 sec
I recorded with 16 high-speed Vicon MX-13 cameras run-

ning at a frame rate of 500 Hz
I the cameras were calibrated to a cube of roughly 2.5m

side length.
I 6 subjects were recorded, in total 40 recordings.

Benchmark dataset

I 12 different camera shakes (randomly selected 2 of each of the 6 subjects)
I 4 different motives (ground truth images)
→ (12 * 4) = 48 blurry images

The four original images used in the benchmark.

Playback of Camera Shake on a Hexapod

I minimum incremental motions of 3µm (x and y axis), 1µm (z axis) and 5µrad (rotations)
I repeatability ±2µm (x and y axis), ±1µm (z axis) and ±20µrad (rotations).
I SLR camera (Canon Eos 5D Mark II), ISO 100, aperture f/9.0, exposure time 1sec, taking

images in the Canon raw format SRAW2
I lens: Canon EF 50mm f/1.4

Comparison of the recorded camera motion and the playback of it

Recorded camera motion Playback of camera motion

Measuring the deblurring performance

comparing similarity between two images a and b

1. estimate the optimal scaling α̂ and translation T̂ such that the L2 norm between a and b
becomes minimala

α̂, T̂ = min
α,T
‖a− T (αb)‖2

2. calculate the peak-signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR)b as

PSNR(a, b) = 10 log10
m2

〈‖ai − T̂ (α̂bi)‖2〉i
(1)

3. PSNR similarity between an estimated image û and the ground truth as the maximum
PSNR between û and any of the images along the trajectory,

SIM = max
n

PSNR(u∗n, û). (2)

aWe allow for integer pixel translations only, which we estimate with the Matlab function dftregistration by [8]
bwith 〈.〉i denoting an average over pixels and m being the maximal possible intensity value, i.e. m = 255 as we work with 8bit

encoding.

Results

Approximation of 6D camera trajectory by 3D

Non-uniform Blur models by Whyte [7] and Hirsch [6] approximate the 6D camera trajetory by 3D.
We transformed the 6D trajectory to 3D (d is the distance lense↔ object) according to:
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Left: 6D trajectory, middle: Whyte, right: Hirsch. Only the four corners of the point grid are mapped.
Focal length = 50mm, object distance = 2m.
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